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Keep Reading. About the Publisher. A history of the soviet union. Geoffrey Hosking has been Professor of Russian History at the School
of Slavonic Studies, University of London, since 1984.Â There is plenty on the Soviet leaders in this book, too. No one could ignore
them in so centralized and politicized a society. But I have also tried to penetrate a little more into their interaction with the various social
strata, the religious and national groups, over which they rule.Â By a strange coincidence, the first edition of this book was published on
the very day that Gorbachev became General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party. Xii, 703 p. 25 cm. Includes bibliographical
references and index. Natural and human resources -- Stages of Soviet development -- The system in perspective -- The role of ideas -The Communist Party -- The state -- The law -- Mass persuasion and its effects -- Force and terror -- Organization and growth -Agriculture -- Management, labor, and the consumer -. - The place of religion -- Education -- Philosophy, science, and the arts -- Social
welfare -- The family -- Social stratification -- Nationalities -- Types of Soviet men -- A look forward. Alex Inkeles and Kent Geiger (eds.),
Soviet Society: A Book of Readings. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1961. xii + 703 pp. $7.50. Allen Kassof (a1). (a1). Princeton University.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.2307/3000560. This is a select bibliography of post World War II English language books (including translations)
and journal articles about Stalinism and the Stalinist era of Soviet history. Book entries have references to journal reviews about them
when helpful and available. Works included below are referenced positively in the notes or bibliographies of scholarly secondary
sources or journals. Included works should either be published by an academic or notable publisher, be authored by a notable subject
matter

